# Everything You Always Wanted to Know About Analysis, Synthesise and Design...

## Buyers
- **Manager** (general, product, marketing, HR)
- **Decision Maker**
- **Consultants**

## Problem
* **Reason:** If you cannot see the wood for the trees

## Solution
* **Come to know**
* **Estimate**
* **Discuss**

## Basis
- **SVV** methods for analysis, synthesise and design

## Method
- **System analysis**
- **Object orientation**
- **Pros and cons**
- **Structuring**
- **Tools**

## Product specifications
- 5 units at 2 hours
- From 5 attendees
- Max 10 attendees

## Price
- 130,- ... 250,- EUR per attendee
- Exclusive VAT
- Inclusive documentation
- Exclusive premises (in house)

---

*Ask also for combination with Complexity Enjoyment®!*
How to eat an elephant? Exactly, sliced...! Who wants to pick from an embarrassment of riches needs structures. These are meaningful simplifications and summaries for a better “big picture” without manipulation details.